I. Introduction
Cansidcr a planar interface scattering problem. Using the notation defined in [I] , the BIEs iii the upper (subscript 1) and lower (subscript 2) media are GI and Gz are the Crecn functions in thc homogeneous media defined by kl and kz. The ioeal nonoai vector % dwsys points from the homogeneous region defined by k2 into the 
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Planar interface
On an infinite planar interface K E 0. Using (4) with the integral representations of M1 and M , provided by (1) and (2) yields
Subtracting these yields e. single integral equation for the planar interface problem.
= M i + (TI + r T z ) J I
(61
In the limit of a perfectly conducting lower medium, lim,-orT2 = 0 and (6) reduces to the ill-posed EFlE. To develop a stable formulation for all mntrmt ratios we fallow [Z] and
where
This formulation of the pl;urar interface problem reduces to the stable hlEFlE 131 in thc perfectly conducting limit. In the remainder of this section we will determine n direct representation of the inverse of the operator Q-. This will provide a direct inxmioii af the planar dielectric interface problem ior an arbitrary incident field. More significantly, the resulting inverse operator provides a preconditioner which facilitates the development of B stable dielectric formulation for nonplanar geometries. Let Q+ denote the complementary operator (9) 1
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Q+ = T ( T I T~ + T~T L )
+ -(? + I ) Operating on (7) with Q+ yields
in which
We begin inverting R by introducing an identity which relates the operators Ti and T1
defined over a planar interface to a sequence of Neummn-to-Dirichlet ( U ) and Dirichlet-to-
Neumann (N) operators:
This result can be derived using a plane-wave decomposition of tha fields at the interfxe. Relations (12) and (15) allow (11) 
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The resulting solution far 31 is
With equation (21) can be written BS which provides an explicit expression for the fields excited at a dielectric interface by an arbitrary incident field. A phyfiieal interpretation of this form of the solution will be provided during the presentation of this paper.
Fresnel Integral Equations
The procedure leading t o equstion (23) requires only minor modifications in order to develop B pair of preconditioned boundary integral equations for nonplanar dielectrics in which the forcing term is the physical optics solution. Because of the manner in which the resulting formulations directly incorporate the physics of the scattering problem, they are referred to as Fresnel Integral Equations (FIEs). It will be shown that in the limit of a perfectly conducting interface, the FlEs reduce to the PEC hlFlE and MEFIE [4] . Numerical examples of the improved conditioning ai the resulting matrix equations will be illustrated for closed geometries characterized by high dielectric contrast ratios.
